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Abstract
We aim to predict activities of political nature
in Egypt which influence or reflect societal-scale
behavior and beliefs by using learning algorithms
on Twitter data. We focus on capturing domestic
events in Egypt from November 2009 to Novem-
ber 2013. To this extent we study underlying
communication patterns by evaluating content-
based and meta-data information in classifica-
tion tasks without targeting specific keywords
or users. Classification is done using Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and Support Distribu-
tion Machines (SDM). Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) is used to create content-based input
patterns for the classifiers while bags of Twit-
ter meta-information are used with the SDM to
classify meta-data features. The experiments re-
veal that user centric approaches based on meta-
data can outperform methods employing content-
based input despite the use of well established
natural language processing algorithms. The re-
sults show that distributions over users-centric
meta information provides an important signal
when detecting and predicting events.

1. Introduction
Machine Learning algorithms for supervised and unsuper-
vised tasks have evolved over the years to be success-
fully employed on structured as well as unstructured data
to enable advancements in many areas such as image and
voice recognition or for the navigation of autonomous ve-
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hicles (Mitchell, 1997). The methods are invaluable as they
help both machines and humans to gain a high-level un-
derstanding of large collections of data. Today, many algo-
rithms have matured to a degree that they can also be used
by scientists outside the field of Machine Learning. Since
these algorithms learn from experience and thereby help
in finding hidden patterns in datasets of varying types, the
approaches have also gathered attention amongst scholars
who previously used more traditional means of data anal-
ysis. More recently, scholars have also taken to using ma-
chine learning approaches on social media data to enrich or
even supplement traditional data sources. The general in-
terest of governments, businesses and researchers in social
media stems from the rich variety of information contained
within as well as its often public nature and ready avail-
ability. Machine learning algorithms are popular because
the techniques are designed to deal with noise, are highly
scalable and able to work with almost arbitrary types of
data.
We aim to predict events in a timeframe of four years sur-
rounding the Egyptian Revolution of 2011 on the basis of
Twitter data. We define detection to be the task of identi-
fying the occurrence of an event as it happens or shortly
after on the basis of input data gathered within a short win-
dow surrounding the incident. We define prediction to be
the task of forecasting the occurrence of an event based
on input data only gathered prior to the incident. In our
study we target domestic events of political nature in Egypt
which can be associated with either the standing govern-
ment or the opposition. We further examine which input
features provide the signal for event detection and predic-
tion. Our work focuses on methods which have limited bias
in gathering input data and require a low amount of param-
eter selection.
Section 2 will cover literature on Twitter data in relation to
events and Machine Learning. Our setup for event detec-
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tion and prediction is described in Section 3. The results of
our experiments will be presented in Section 4 followed by
a discussion of the findings.

2. Related Work
Twitter has already been the focus of numerous studies re-
sulting in a large body of research. A look at literature con-
cerning Twitter data and the use of Machine Learning algo-
rithms revealed limited research on the prediction of events.
The task of detecting and predicting events in general is in-
teresting as it could be used for the benefit of the public, e.g.
in tracking natural hazards, epidemics, or outbreaks of vio-
lence. It also poses a way for policy makers to understand
the environment in which decisions are being made and to
understand their consequences. In this section we present
publications that are related to our study and focus on clas-
sification tasks, event detection, prediction tasks, and the
use of Twitter during events and emergency situations as
well as during the Egyptian Revolution of 2011.
Several articles address the role of social media within the
Arab Spring in general and the Egyptian Revolution of
2011 in particular (e.g. (Kwak et al., 2010; Lotan et al.,
2011; Khondker, 2011; Wolfsfeld et al., 2013; Anderson,
2011; Starbird and Palen, 2012)). The studies provide ev-
idence for the coverage of the Egyptian Revolution on
Twitter making event prediction in a wider timeframe sur-
rounding the revolution an appealing task. With regard to
the information content of tweets during the Arab Spring
(Kwak et al., 2010) show that the majority (over 85%) of
trending topics they observe during their study are head-
line news or persistent news in nature. Further, (Starbird
and Palen, 2012) examine information diffusion activity
through a subset of tweets during the Egyptian Revolution
of 2011 and state that the protesters were clearly using so-
cial media services to coordinate their actions and garner
support as the retweeted messages contained information
like required supplies, meeting times, information on in-
juries, and on violence. The authors extracted the 1, 000
most highly retweeted users by use of popular hashtags re-
lated to the protests. They highlight that 30% of the users
appear to have been in Cairo during the event, many of
which were amongst the protesters out in the streets. With
regard to the role of social media during the revolutions,
most researchers tend to agree that it was used as tool sup-
porting the cause but that other means of communication
and organization would likely have substituted it had social
media not been available (see e.g. (Khondker, 2011)).
With regard to learning algorithms, Twitter data has been
used in various problem settings (e.g. (Sriram et al., 2010;
Sakaki et al., 2010; Asur and Huberman, 2010; Conover
et al., 2011; Puniyani et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012)). The
articles include tasks such as the assignment of tweets and
users to categories, the inference of network structures, and

the detection of events, i.e. determining the occurrence of
an event as it occurs or shortly after. Popular approaches
for the creation of input features in these studies include
the use of term frequencies, measures from reconstructed
networks measures, and topic modeling (see e.g. (Conover
et al., 2011)), as well as sentiment analysis (see e.g. (Asur
and Huberman, 2010)). Although there are no studies that
directly relate to event prediction using Twitter data, pre-
diction tasks on the basis of Twitter data have been studied
in other settings. For example, (Asur and Huberman, 2010)
predict box office revenues using a linear regression model
simply based on term frequencies of movie names extracted
from Twitter data.
In relation to events, several studies have investigated infor-
mation flow and user behavior on Twitter during common
emergency and crisis situations (e.g. (Vieweg et al., 2010;
Starbird and Palen, 2010; Mendoza et al., 2010; Starbird
and Palen, 2011; Qu et al., 2011; Starbird et al., 2014)). The
studies point to common reporting behavior during events,
low variance in vocabulary, the importance of retweets, and
also message attributes such as their increased frequency
and contraction in length during major events.
Some studies have already used Twitter data for event
detection. (Petrović et al., 2010), in a first story detec-
tion setting, aim to detect new Twitter events as they un-
fold through the use of streaming algorithms. The authors
present a modified locality sensitive hashing technique, a
technique for finding the approximate nearest neighbor of
term frequencies in vector space based on the cosine dis-
tance with a limit on the amount of comparisons of doc-
uments. To detect significant events, threads of similar
tweets are uncovered and only the fastest growing threads
are deemed new and noteworthy events. (Sakaki et al.,
2010) train a binary classifier on tweets using a SVM for
the purpose of detecting a specific target event such as ty-
phoons and show that twitter location information can be
exploited to track and map the events.

3. Method
We use binary classifiers to predict and detect event occur-
rences on a daily basis. The classifiers process a numerical
feature input based on Twitter data and assign a qualitative
output signal called label that determines the occurrence
of an event. These classifiers are trained and evaluated on
labeled training data. We create content based features as
well as features based on meta data. This section will cover
the classifiers we used and the methods followed to create
features. The decision to use Twitter data was made due
to the public nature of the service and the amount of data
available from a sampling stream we had access to. In addi-
tion, tweets can be geotagged by their authors which allows
the extraction of tweets that can be attributed to a region
and make event detection within a nation’s borders possi-
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ble. The time frame before, during, and after the Egyptian
Revolution of 2011 was chosen because it covers a time
where alterations of the social order occurred several times.
The only restriction employed on the available Twitter data
in this work is with regard to location information that is
used to extract tweets originating within Egypt.

3.1. Classifiers

Two different but related algorithms for classification are
used during the experiments. One is the Support Vector
Machine (SVM) which is a nonlinear maximum margin
classifier (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). The other classifier is
the Support Distribution Machine (SDM) , an extension of
the SVM that was chosen because it enables classification
on sets using an approach that estimates divergences
of unknown distributions from data samples (Poczos
et al., 2012). To establish a base level of comparison
for classification accuracy, the values are compared to
the performance achieved by a majority classifier. This
majority classifier is static and will always predict the label
that belongs to the majority class of the training set.

3.1.1. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

Given pairs of patterns and labels (x1, y1)...(xm, ym)
which constitute the set of training observations, the dual
form of the nonlinear soft-margin SVM can be written as
(Schölkopf and Smola, 2001):

max
α∈Rm

α̂ =

m∑
i=1

αi −
1

2

m∑
i,j=1

αiαjyiyjK (xi, xj) ,

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ C, i = 1, . . . ,m,

and
m∑
i=1

αiyi = 0.

where C is a penalty parameter, α are the Lagrange multi-
pliers, and K is a Mercer kernel, i.e. a function that quan-
tifies similarity of two elements of a set by assigning a
distance value and which fulfills Mercer’s condition (see
(Schölkopf and Smola, 2001)). K maps the data into fea-
ture space where the learning algorithm constructs the lin-
ear maximum margin separating hyperplane. This hyper-
plane may then correspond to a nonlinear separation of the
patterns in the original input space.

3.1.2. SUPPORT DISTRIBUTION MACHINE

In traditional classification tasks the individual data points
are usually treated as the object of interest. As intro-
duced above, the SVM operates on patterns from a finite-
dimensional vector space. In contrast, the SDM general-

izes kernel machines so that classification can be done on
groups of data points by treating the patterns within as i.i.d
samples of some unknown distribution. The SDM extends
the SVM from vector space to the space of distributions by
using kernel functions which estimate distance values be-
tween distributions. In the style of (Poczos et al., 2012) the
problem will be formally defined. Assume T sample sets
{X1, . . . , XT } ∈ X with labels Yt ∈ Y = {±1}.
Let t-th input Xt = {Xt,1, . . . , Xi,mt} be mt independent
and identically distributed samples from density pt.
The objective function of the SVM dual changes to:

α̂ = arg max
α∈RT

T∑
i=1

αi −
1

2

T∑
i,j=1

αiαjyiyjK(pi, pj),

subject to
∑
i αiyi = 0.0 ≤ αi ≤ C. Now kernels on i.i.d.

sample sets need to be defined. Kernels can be defined on
the basis of the following quantity:

Dα,β(p‖q) .
=

∫
pα(x)qβ(x)p(x)dx,

where α, β ∈ R. Kernels can for example be defined by
using:

e−
µ2(p,q)

2σ2 ,

and setting µ(p, q) to the L2 distance or the Rényi-α diver-
gence:

µ(p, q) = Rα(p‖q) .
=

1

α− 1
log

∫
pα(x)q1−α(x)dx.

(Poczos et al., 2012) create an estimator for Dα,β(p‖q)
for some α, β. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn) be an i.i.d. sam-
ple of size n of a distribution with density p. Let Y =
(Y1, . . . , Ym) be an i.i.d. sample of size m of a distribution
with density q. Let ρk(i) denote the Euclidean distance of
the k−th nearest neighbor of Xi in X and let νk(i) denote
the Euclidean distance of the k−th nearest neighbor of Xi

in Y . The following estimator defined by (Poczos et al.,
2012) is L2 consistent under certain conditions:

D̂α,β =
Bk,α,β

n(n− 1)αmβ

n∑
i=1

ρ−dαk (i)ν−dβk (i),

where

Bk,α,β = c̄−α−β
Γ(k)2

Γ(k − α)Γ(k − β)
.

Γ is the Gamma function and c̄ is the volume of a
d-dimensional unit ball. Note that a kernel used in an
SVM-based classifier such as the one introduced here
needs to fulfill Mercer’s condition. (Poczos et al., 2012)
state that the Rényi-α divergence is not symmetric, the
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triangle inequality does not hold, and that it does not
lead to positive semi-definite Gram matrices. However,
these deficiencies can be corrected by symmetrizing the
resulting matrices and then projecting to the cone of of
positive semi-definite matrices by discarding any negative
eigenvalues from their spectrum (see (Poczos et al., 2012;
Higham, 2002)).

3.2. Input Feature Creation

We create content based feature vectors of daily Twitter ac-
tivity by using topic modeling on the tweets’ texts as well
as by creating low dimensional representations of unique
’hashtags’. Meta-data features are created on the basis of
the additional information that accompanies the data gath-
ered through Twitter’s API, such as how many friends and
followers a user had at the time a tweet was collected, or
whether it is a retweet of another user’s status.

3.2.1. FEATURES FROM TEXT

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a widely adopted
probabilistic generative topic model (Blei et al., 2003). The
MAchine Learning for LanguagE Toolkit (MALLET) (Mc-
Callum, 2002) and its implementation of LDA was used to
create numerical feature vectors from texts. In the style of
(Blei and Lafferty, 2009) the generative process of LDA is
as follows. Assume documents in a corpus of size D are
created from a fixed number of K topics, i.e. distributions
over a fixed vocabulary of terms of size V . Also, for each
document there exists a distribution over the topics from
which it is created. Let DirV (η) denote a V -dimensional
symmetric Dirichlet distribution with scalar parameter η.
Let DirK(~α) denote aK-dimensional Dirichlet distribution
with vector parameter ~α. Also, let Mult denote the Multino-
mial distribution. The generative process of LDA by which
documents in a corpus are created can be described as fol-
lows (Blei and Lafferty, 2009):

(1) For each topic k,

(a) draw a distribution over words ~βk ∼ DirV (η).

(2) For each document d,

(a) draw a vector of topic proportions ~θd ∼ DirK(~α)

(b) For each word n,
(i) draw a topic assignment Zd,n ∼

Mult(~θd), Zd,n ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
(ii) draw a word Wd,n ∼ Mult(~βZd,n),Wd,n ∈
{1, . . . , V }

The hidden variables in this model are the topics ~β, the
proportions of topics per document ~θ, and the topic as-

signments per word Z. The parameter ~α controls the con-
centrations of topics per document, while η controls the
topic-word concentrations. The multinomial parameters ~β,
the topics, are smoothed by being drawn from a symmetric
Dirichlet conditioned on the data.
There are several methods that can be used for model fit-
ting such as SparseLDA (Yao et al., 2009) which is based
on Gibbs sampling. Gibbs sampling for LDA is a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method for iterative sampling that can
be used to estimate the distribution over topic assignment
to word tokens (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004). As (Steyvers
and Griffiths, 2007) describe, posterior estimates of this
distribution can then be used to approximate the hidden
variables of the generative process such as the distributions
of words in topics and the distributions of topics in the doc-
uments.
In LDA each input document is comprised of a set of la-
tent topic proportions. However, Twitter messages are ex-
tremely short and sparse and may contain no more than one
topic. Using LDA on short input documents degrades per-
formance compared to longer documents as (Tang et al.,
2014) describe. To improve LDA performance, tweets are
thus aggregated to produce daily input documents.
For LDA the number of topics k is a user defined param-
eter. Naturally, too low a number of topics will not reflect
the underlying structure and keep unrelated content in the
same topic while too large number of topics overfits the
data which may result in loss of information. The number
of topics in this study is evaluated on the performance of
the learning algorithms on the data when using feature vec-
tors of different numbers of topics. The assumption made
here is that a number of topics close to the ground truth will
provide the features for the classifier that carry the hidden
signal for the prediction and detection tasks most clearly.
As such, classification performance is expected to stabilize
for numbers of topics close to the ground truth.
Several text preprocessing steps are conducted on the Twit-
ter messages. All unwanted characters and items in the
messages are removed such as punctuation, emoticons,
user-mentions and URLs. The predominant language con-
tained in a single tweet is guessed and topic modeling
is then conducted separately on English and Arabic sets
which make up the majority of tweets. English tweets are
converted to lower case and stop words are removed sep-
arately for the English and Arabic texts. Porter stemming
(Porter, 2001) is used on the English tweets, while the
Arabic tweets are stemmed as proposed by (Taghva et al.,
2005), using implementations provided by the Natural Lan-
guage Toolkit (NLTK) (Bird et al., 2009) open source li-
brary. Input documents of daily tweets are created and
passed on to LDA. The topic modeling output of document
topic proportions is combined ex-post.
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3.2.2. FEATURES FROM HASHTAGS

We also use hashtags to create feature vectors. Twitter
hashtags are created by the user and can be any arbitrary
combination of characters preceded by the hashtag sym-
bol ’#’ and separated by a whitespace. We count the use
of unique hashtags for daily documents of tweets. This ap-
proach results in a very large document by unique hash-
tag matrix. To reduce the dimensionality, truncated Singu-
lar Value Decomposition (SVD) is used. SVD is a matrix
factorization technique that can be used to attain a low-rank
approximation of a given matrix. Efficient approaches exist
to use truncated SVD on large matrices such as randomized
algorithms that compute partial matrix decompositions as
presented by (Halko et al., 2011). While the use of SVD
reduces the number of columns, it retains the similarity
structure between the rows. Thus, the use of SVD attempts
to uncover latent relations of hashtags in the sparse orig-
inal matrix, grouping the columns by preserving the most
important uncorrelated factors. The rows of the matrix are
then used as daily feature vectors.

3.2.3. FEATURES FROM META DATA

We explore different ways of using meta-data to create fea-
ture vectors. Analogous to the hashtag features, we count
tweets sent per unique author by day, resulting in a sparse
matrix of documents by unique author. In an approach mir-
roring the one on the aforementioned hashtag matrix, the
dimensionality of the resulting document by unique author
matrix was reduced using truncated SVD. We expect the re-
sulting low dimensional feature vectors to identify groups
of authors with common tweeting behavior.
We also create bags of feature vectors for use with the
SDM. On twitter, users can follow other users by adding
them as friends. User centric feature vectors per tweet are
created containing any combination of the following at-
tributes: the number of friends, number of followers, and
the number of statuses sent by the respective user. Of these
features, the combination of friends and followers repre-
sents degree centrality, i.e. a measure of the importance of a
node in the network based on incident edges (see e.g. (Rus-
sell, 2011)). Using the SDM in these features amounts to
estimating distribution divergences over degree centrality
of active regions of a network. It provides a straightforward
way to identify disparities in communication behavior in a
network on a day to day basis without the need to first esti-
mate the entire network.
Additional features were created using message length and
message frequency. The attributes were studied alone and
in combination with the meta information mentioned pre-
viously. To compare SDM performance on these features
with the SVM, statistical measures such as the mean and
variance as well as distribution parameters of a fitted log-
normal distribution were used to aggregate the information

on a daily basis. Here, the advantages of the SDM become
clear. It is able to use the features ’as is’ on the basis of sin-
gle tweets which compose the daily bags of sample data.

3.3. Label Data

To capture societal-scale events of political nature in Egypt
a macro-level representation of daily events is needed. Fur-
ther, a quantitative representation of events is required to
facilitate an analytical approach for label creation and thus
a measure of magnitude with respect to these events is nec-
essary for binary label creation. One of the few publicly
accessible event databases which covers the necessary time
period is the Global Database of Events, Language, and
Tone (GDELT) (Leetaru and Schrodt, 2013)1 which con-
tains geolocated political event data and monitors print,
broadcast, and web media from all around the globe in
over 100 languages. The data has for example been used
in a prediction setting by (Racette et al., 2014). Target cat-
egories of events are selected from the different categories
that GDELT captures on the basis that the actions can be
associated with being in favor of either the standing gov-
ernment or the opposition. The event dataset is used on a
highly aggregated macro level and the recorded number of
mentions across news sources is used as a measure of im-
portance. To detect spikes that deviate from the baseline of
daily event mentions, a threshold is set on this value that
determines the target significance. Based on that measure,
a day is labeled as positive on which one or more events oc-
cur that fit the target profile and a target significance, while
all other days are labeled as negative. Figure 1 shows the
number of mentions for extracted events in Egypt as well
as different levels of thresholds to visualize the spikes that
are captured by the thresholds. In aggregating the number
of mentions on a daily basis for the selected event cate-
gories and in selecting a high threshold value, it is assumed
that the impact of noise present in the dataset is mitigated
and that most of the important spikes are captured. By us-
ing such a simple measure in assessing the importance of
events on a particular day some events will go unnoticed.
However, it also represents the approach that uses a mini-
mal amount of assumptions. Labeling on the basis of these
binary signals is done with two window sizes of either one
or three days. Choosing a window of more than one day
smoothens the label data and adjusts for noise in the input
and label dataset. A maximum window size of three days
was chosen to prevent an excessive number of positive la-
bels. If one or more days of event data within the window

1Recently, a legal dispute regarding several data sources in
GDELT has raised concerns (Racette et al., 2014). However,
GDELT has been relocated and is again publicly available. The
current GDELT project homepage states that the issues were re-
solved by an independent panel at the University of Illinois. Fur-
ther, the data in question concerns entries from the historical back-
files which were not used in our study.
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Figure 1. The smoothed number of mentions for extracted GDELT events and different thresholds for binary label creation.

are positive, the day of Twitter data will be labeled positive
and negative otherwise. For prediction, the label window
concerns the day(s) immediately following the day of Twit-
ter data. For detection, the day of Twitter data is considered
in the center of the window. The choice of considering a
sliding window approach for label creation for the present
classification task is made due to the noise present in both
the input data as well as the label data.
To create labels the 0.75 percentile was selected as the
threshold value of the importance measure above which
days were considered positive, i.e. one or more important
events occurred. This level captured most significant spikes
above a base level of noise. Lower threshold values in com-
bination with a label window greater than one day would
eventually result in the majority of the labels in the dataset
to be positive.

3.4. Twitter Data

Sampling Twitter data through target users, keywords, or
hashtags can be sensible in problem settings where a con-
cise set of keywords or users can be anticipated. However,
in the case of sampling by hashtags (González-Bailón et al.,
2014) show that this strategy introduces a bias and may ar-
tificially crop a periphery of activity. Also, for the purpose
of detecting and predicting events during times of social
change, a predefined set of keywords or lead users could
mean that relevant tweets and tweeting behavior escape the
sample. Further, the possibility of choosing the wrong key-
words introduces a source for additional errors, noise, and
bias. Moreover, in a practical application concerning pre-
diction, the relevant set of keywords may be impossible
to anticipate. We thus extract tweets on the basis of geo-

location to gather tweets that most likely stem from the tar-
get area while making no assumptions on their content or
on user behavior. The Twitter data used for our work stems
from a dataset established through sampling from the Twit-
ter streaming API with Gardenhose streaming access at an
approximate sample rate of 10% of the entire Twitter feed.2

If location information for a tweet is available and deter-
mined to be in Egypt, the tweet is extracted. Unfortunately,
the percentage of geotagged tweets on Twitter is very low,
and it generally lies between 1 − 2%. If the tweet’s loca-
tion is unavailable, the user’s location associated with their
profile is used as a proxy for their current location.

1.3 Million tweets located in Egypt were extracted. Twit-
ter data was gathered from November 2009 until the end of
November 2013 as too little data was available before this
time period. The extracted dataset contains messages from
57, 238 unique users and the messages contain 81, 253
unique hashtags.

4. Experiments
All results quoted in this section were achieved with 10-
fold cross-validation. All SDM results quoted use the
Rényi-α divergence where α = 0.9 and a nearest neigh-
bor setting of k = 5. The SVM uses a Gaussian kernel.
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Figure 2. A word cloud showing the top 40 stemmed words of a
topic from a model trained with 100 topics on documents of daily
English tweets. The word size is proportionate to its probability
in the topic, but not proportionate to its frequency in the corpus.

4.1. SVM Classification of Document Topic Feature
Vectors

For LDA, a total of 1, 042, 680 tweets were used because
the language guessing algorithm allocated them to be in
either English or Arabic. The word cloud of Figure 2 illus-
trates that words related to the Egyptian Revolution of 2011
are reasonably well allocated within at least one of the top-
ics of a topic model fitted to daily documents of tweets with
100 topics. As explained in the previous section, models
were fitted to the corpora for different k to assess a reason-
able number of topics based on classification performance.
The results were evaluated across several dimensions. Fea-
tures from Arabic and English tweets were classified sep-
arately as well as in combination. The performance was
compared across different threshold levels for binary label
creation as well as different label window sizes for detec-
tion and prediction. Figure 3 gives an example of how clas-
sification performance changes along different numbers of
topics. The best results in terms of classification accuracy
for both detection and prediction with a three day label
window were achieved with features from a model with
k = 70 topics. Most results from hereon will be quoted

2Brendan O’Connor at Carnegie Mellon University’s School
of Computer Science helped assemble the Twitter dataset.

Table 1. This table shows prediction results of SVM classifica-
tion with topic modeling features. The table indicates prediction
results for different window sizes in comparison to the majority
classifier for a label threshold value at the 0.75 percentile.

WINDOW
SIZE

70
TOPICS

100
TOPICS

MAJORITY
ACCURACY

1 0.790 0.799 0.695
2 0.800 0.795 0.604
3 0.828 0.826 0.509
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Figure 3. SVM classification accuracy of topic model features.
Bars denote standard error. The top plot shows a three day de-
tection window with the classified day in the center. The bottom
plot shows a three day prediction with the classified day preceding
the label window.

for features from a model with a reasonable k = 100 topics
as the accuracy appears to stabilize around this value. Ta-
ble 1 shows how classification performance changes with
respect to different label window sizes in a prediction set-
ting. In the present case, increasing the label window to
three days results in an increase in classification accuracy
along with an increase in the number of positive labels. It is
possible in this case that due to the noise both in the Twit-
ter data as well as in the label data an increasing window
to a sensible three days makes the detection and prediction
task easier. The classification task was also conducted us-
ing English and Arabic topic modeling output separately as
shown in Table 3. The results suggest that a combination
of both signals provides significantly better classification
results in terms of accuracy.

4.2. Hashtag Features

Classification results using vectors from reduced hashtag
count matrices cannot match the classification performance
of their topic modeling counterparts. Also, in an effort to
use the SDM on similar vectors, we created count vectors
using unique hashtags per hour. However, SVM classifica-
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Figure 4. Summary of the best detection classification accuracies
for a label window of size three, label threshold at the 0.75 per-
centile.

tion of feature vectors of daily counts of unique hashtags
beat the classification accuracy achieved using the SDM
hourly features. A possible explanation for this is that cre-
ating hourly bags results in too small a sample of feature
vectors per bag and that these bags of features additionally
violate the SDM assumption of having an independent and
identically distributed sample input. The results can be seen
in Table 2.

4.3. Meta Data Based Features

In the same approach followed to create hashtag-based fea-
tures, matrices of counts of unique users are created and
their size is then reduced using truncated SVD. The feature
beats the performance achieved by using topic modeling
based features and hashtag-based features for a three day
label window. A combination of topic features and these
user features lead to another small improvement in terms of
accuracy, however standard errors for these results between
0.006 and 0.012 do not allow for general conclusions to be
drawn. Results for the three day detection and prediction
task are shown in Table 2.

4.3.1. CLASSIFICATION OF META-DATA BASED
FEATURES WITH THE SUPPORT DISTRIBUTION
MACHINE

The meta information that was established consistently
throughout our Twitter dataset was the number of friends,
the number of followers, the number of statuses sent, and
message length. These features are available on a per tweet
basis and were used to create daily bags of feature vec-
tors for the SDM. Classification tasks using the meta in-
formation separately revealed that the strongest classifica-
tion performance with a 1-dimensional feature vector was
achieved by using the number of friends (see Table 4 in
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Figure 5. Summary of the best prediction classification accuracies
for a label window of size three, label threshold at the 0.75 per-
centile.

the Appendix). Permutations of these features were also
classified to explore their combined predictive power us-
ing the SDM classifier. The best classification results were
obtained using a 2-dimensional feature vector comprised
of the number of friends and followers beating the classi-
fication performances of all other approaches (see Table 5
in the Appendix). A summary of the detection and predic-
tion results in Figure 4 and Figure 5 also visualize the stan-
dard error, showing that the accuracy using this approach
provides a significant improvement over previous content
based efforts. Attempts of achieving similar results using
the SVM on daily feature vectors of the mean and variance
as well as distribution parameters of a lognormal distribu-
tion fitted to the daily meta data did not achieve competitive
results.

5. Discussion
The previous section showed results for binary classifica-
tion tasks of predicting and detecting societal-scale events
in Egypt using Twitter data extracted on the basis of geolo-
cation information. The prediction and detection tasks are
in so far successful as they comfortably outmatch a time
series feature and a majority classifier in terms of clas-
sification accuracy. Interestingly, distribution divergences
over user centric features of meta-data outperform content-
based features in the prediction and detection settings. A
purely content based approach of feature vectors created
using topic modeling did deliver good error reduction in
comparison to the majority classifier but could not match
the classification performance of the best meta data based
features. We have also seen that the noise in both the
event dataset used for label creation and the Twitter dataset
makes exact detection and prediction a difficult task. With
a label window spanning three days, the error reductions
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Table 2. This table shows SVM classification accuracies of hashtag features, user ID based features, topic model based features, and a
combination of topic model and user features. The label window was set to three days, the label creation threshold was set to the 0.75
percentile.

TASK
50-DIM

USER
100-DIM

USER
100

TOPICS
100 TOPICS &
100-DIM USER

SVM
#-DAILY
200 DIM

SVM
#-DAILY
100 DIM

SDM
#-HOURLY
200 DIM

SDM
#-HOURLY
100 DIM

PREDICTION 0.843 0.870 0.826 0.871 0.738 0.755 0.701 0.711
DETECTION 0.854 0.858 0.834 0.870 0.752 0.761 0.692 0.689

with respect to the majority classifier become more im-
pressive as the window smoothes the periods of events.
Judging from the extracted events displayed in Figure 1,
there is a comparatively peaceful period in 2009 and 2010
in Egypt which contrasts the increasing times of unrest in
2011, 2012, and 2013. Thus, it is possible to achieve re-
spectable classification performance by predicting negative
labels for early days in the dataset and positive labels later
on. To check that the classifiers do not achieve the quoted
classification results by simply detecting a time trend in the
data, the best results were compared to the performance
of a simple date feature. Our results show that the topic
modeling based approach, as well as the best result which
was achieved using meta-data, outperform this date feature
comfortably.

5.1. Classification Performance using Content Features

Although content based features were outperformed by
user centric features in classification performance, some
valuable conclusions can be drawn. The classification per-
formance for detection and prediction tasks improved no-
tably when the two sets of Arabic and English topic model-
ing features were combined. The results show that although
English is the predominant language on Twitter, the inclu-
sion of information conveyed in other languages can have
a significantly positive performance impact.
Interestingly, an attempt to exploit the topical information
provided by users through hashtags neither matched the ac-
curacies achieved by the meta data features nor that of the
topic modeling features. The approach relied on counting
occurrences of unique hashtags and reducing dimensional-
ity of resulting matrices with truncated SVD. The success
of the same approach used on matrices counting tweets by
unique authors suggests that truncated SVD can indeed be
used to find latent structures in similar matrices. A possi-
ble explanation for the gap in performance may be found in
the sparsity of hashtags compared to the the full texts that
describe events. The vocabulary displayed in tweets con-
cerning events may offer more common ground to uncover
relations to similar events, which in turn makes it easier for
text based approaches to uncover the similarity.

5.2. Meta Data Based Features

SVD was used to create low dimensional feature vectors
on the basis of unique authors for use with the SVM. The
process is expected to reduce noise and group authors by
tweeting behavior. The approach provided good classifica-
tion results and outperformed the content-based methods
that were attempted. The results suggest that the approach
succeeded in identifying groups of users with similar tweet-
ing behavior which then helped the classifier to identify
days where societal scale events occurred.
Event better performance was achieved using the SDM
on meta information. It provided a much simpler ap-
proach compared to all attempts previously described. The
best SDM classification performance was achieved through
daily bags of 2-dimensional user centric features of the
number of friends and followers per tweet. This corre-
sponds to estimating distributions of degree centrality for
users tweeting per day and then calculating the divergences
amongst these distributions. This method thereby indirectly
measures wighted activity of nodes of the network without
ever actually reconstructing a network. The performance
of this degree centrality feature is closely followed in ac-
curacy by combinations of the number of total statuses per
user combined with their number of followers or friends.
The good performance of the classifier in these cases may
be caused by its ability to identify patterns of behavior of
groups of authors identified by user centric features that
only occur during or before target events. The feature vec-
tor of friends and followers does surely have its limits in
the amount of information it can convey. But generated
from diverse input dataset of Twitter data, it stands out in
its simplicity and performance. While the use of the fea-
ture with the SDM involves kernel estimations of distribu-
tion divergences, it is not subject to any prior modeling or
pre-processing steps. It can be used in the same way for
every user as opposed to content based features where is-
sues of language, slang, stop words, or unwanted charac-
ters need to be addressed individually. Another advantage
is that the simple feature draws on the strengths of the SDM
in working with samples of patterns. In the case of prob-
lems with data collection or bandwidth the SDM can still
perform well, even if the sample size is significantly re-
duced. The experiments also showed that efforts in using
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meta-data based information with the SVM through statis-
tical summarization could not match the superior classifi-
cation achieved by the SDM. The experiments highlight the
advantages of the SDM in scenarios were bags of features
are present that can be used in the SDM without any pre-
ceding steps.

5.3. Limitations

The methodology followed in our study does have some
drawbacks. The labels for our classification experiments
were established on the basis of machine coded events from
a variety of sources of international news. When working
with a machine coded event dataset issues of noise, valid-
ity, and bias arise. The creation of labels to detect events
relies on the sources to capture the events in the first place.
Also, in creating binary labels through a threshold value,
the method relies on the target events to be mentioned suf-
ficiently across sources to generate peaks in the number of
mentions, possibly carrying over a media bias. With regard
to the best features, a problem with purely relying on meta-
information is that events that are not happening in Egypt
could cause similar reactions in the tweeting behavior of
users such that more information is needed to distinguish
the reactions. These events may more easily be confused if
no content or spatial information is used additionally. Un-
fortunately, our content based approaches did not perform
well enough on a per tweet basis to combine the two fea-
tures.
There are also some issues that need to be considered in
practical applications. The Twitter network evolves over
time. Topics of conversations change rapidly and the num-
ber of friends and followers of users evolves. It is thus pos-
sible that the underlying ground truths of present topics and
distributions over meta features evolve over time as the net-
work changes. Hence, training data may have to be adjusted
for such effects.

5.4. Future Work

Since periods of events were detected and predicted
through the use of a label window, a more careful separa-
tion of the prediction and detection tasks is necessary as the
windows slightly overlapped. In addition, a more rigorous
approach to label creation is required to address questions
of bias and verifiability as well as to increase the quality
of the labels, e.g. through a combination of machine coded
events and human verification. Furthermore, tweets for our
dataset were only selected by their location and no keyword
based extraction was performed to avoid any form of bias in
data selection and to test the different methods in their abil-
ity to deal with very noisy datasets. However, in a practical
application, sophisticated keyword-based retrieval may im-
prove detection and prediction of events, especially when
the target events are more closely defined. Also, (Sakaki

et al., 2010) have shown that by using spatial information
they were able to estimate the location of earthquakes close
to the actual center. Since all tweets used in this study con-
tain spatial information, the prediction and detection tasks
may be extended to mapping the center of the events, e.g
through identifying key users ex-post.

6. Conclusion
Predicting target events through social media data can be
used to provide immediate, high-level feedback on impor-
tant environmental indicators in the form of event signals
to policy makers. However, the research task of predict-
ing societal-scale events using social media data still leaves
room for many design choices and interpretations. The ap-
proach we followed by only selecting tweets according to
geo-location and using a range of target events from a ma-
chine coded event database to create binary labels arguably
retains more noise in both the input and the label dataset.
But we argue that the findings generalize well and that they
may be adapted to more narrowly defined use cases. Care
was taken to cross-validate performance, to limit sources
for bias, to check the performance against a time series
trend, to compare accuracy values to a majority classifier,
and to conduct experiments on an extended time period of
four years.
Our findings show that it is possible to predict and detect
societal-scale events using Twitter data in a binary classi-
fication setting. In addition, our work shows that estimat-
ing distributions over samples of very simple user centric
features derived from meta data can outmatch more elabo-
rate content-based approaches in detecting and predicting
events. The results suggest that users can be grouped in
their event-related messaging behavior through meta data.
In addition to being a straightforward approach, the sim-
ple methods based on distribution divergences presented
in this work help to retain initial sample sizes which may
otherwise be reduced when resorting to content based ap-
proaches or the reconstruction of communication networks.

7. Appendix

Table 3. SVM accuracies of daily topic features, English and Ara-
bic tweets separately and combined. Standard error is shown in
parentheses. The label window was set to three days, the binary
threshold on number of mentions was set to the 0.75 percentile.

TASK
100

TOPICS
ARABIC

100
TOPICS

ENGLISH

100
TOPICS

COMBINED
PREDICTION 0.788 0.780 0.826

(0.008) (0.013) (0.013)
DETECTION 0.804 0.772 0.834

(0.007) (0.010) (0.012)
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Table 4. This table shows SDM classification accuracies of differ-
ent bags of 1-dimensional meta features. The label window was
set to three days, the label creation threshold was set to the 0.75
percentile.

TASK
NO.

FRIENDS
NO.

FOLLOWERS
NO.

STATUSES
MESSAGE
LENGTH

DETECTION 0.827 0.745 0.747 0.751
PREDICTION 0.819 0.739 0.743 0.728

Table 5. This table shows SDM classification accuracies of daily
bags of a user centric feature of friends and followers. The label
window was set to three days, the label creation threshold was set
to the 0.75 percentile.

TASK
NO. FRIENDS

& FOLLOWERS
100

TOPICS
MAJORITY

DETECTION 0.884 0.834 0.509
PREDICTION 0.895 0.826 0.509
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